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In an increasingly global world where convenient modes of travel have opened the door to
international and intraregional tourism and brought together people from different religious and
ethnic communities, religious journeying in India has become the site of evolving and often
paradoxical forms of self-construction. Through ethnographic reflections, the contributors to
this volume explore religious and nonreligious motivations for religious travel in India and show
how pilgrimages, missionary travel, the exportation of cultural art forms, and leisure travel
among coreligionists are transforming not only religious but also regional, national,
transnational, and personal identities. The volume engages with central themes in South Asian
studies such as gender, exile, and spirituality; a variety of religions, including Sikhism, Islam,
Buddhism, and Christianity; and understudied regions and emerging places of pilgrimage such
as Manipur and Maharashtra.

“The strengths of this book are its broad cross-cultural and interdisciplinary purview, its
theoretical sophistication, its questioning of conventional understandings of pilgrimage, and a
credible index … Religious Journeys in India is recommended for both undergraduate and
graduate courses in religious pilgrimage, religious tourism, theories of religion, and
transnational flows of spiritual traditions.”  � Nova Religio“Given the breadth of theme, chapters
from this book will be of interest to a wide variety of scholars of South Asia.”  � Reading
Religion“It’s rare to find such diverse accounts of religious travel collected in a single volume,
where scholars’ engagements with individual places of pilgrimage in India and with the
journeys surrounding them are truly in conversation with one another. For readers, it makes for
a deeply enlightening journey. It also raises an interesting question: Is the reality of India
powerful enough that it absorbs divergent expressions of religious tourism, making of them a
common fabric? Here, so unusually, readers have the materials to decide.”  � John Stratton
Hawley, author of A Storm of Songs: India and the Idea of the Bhakti Movement --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorAndrea Marion Pinkney is Associate Professor
of South Asian Religions at McGill University.John Whalen-Bridge is Associate Professor of
English at the National University of Singapore. He is the coeditor (with Gary Storhoff) of many
books, including The Emergence of Buddhist American Literature; American Buddhism as a
Way of Life; Writing as Enlightenment: Buddhist American Literature into the Twenty-first
Century; and Buddhism and American Cinema, all published by SUNY Press. He is also the
author of Tibet on Fire: Buddhism, Protest, and the Rhetoric of Self-Immolation.--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.
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Singapore.IntroductionNew Motivations for Religious Travel in IndiaANDREA MARION
PINKNEY AND JOHN WHALEN-BRIDGEPilgrimage routes, flows of travelers, and sacred
sites are imbued with the kinesthetic and transformative possibilities at the core of religious
experience. Yet all the instruments agree—such experience is hard to measure: “Pilgrimage
may be thought of as extroverted mysticism, just as mysticism is introverted pilgrimage. The
pilgrim physically traverses a mystical way; the mystic sets forth on an interior spiritual
pilgrimage” (Turner and Turner 2011, 33). In undertaking religious travel, personal motivations



for religious travel are complex, contingent, and cover the spectrum from introversion to
extroversion, physical travel to inward journeying, and so on. How then shall we separate
“religious journeying” from social and leisure travel?While religious tourism is evidently
“motivated either in part or exclusively for religious reasons,” Gisbert Rinschede maintained
that religious tourism overlaps with cultural and heritage tourism, typically fulfilling “several
motivations and other subordinate goals” (Rinschede 1992, 52). In India, the National Sample
Survey Office of India (NSSO) reported the compound motivations of domestic travelers under
categories ranked by “leading purpose,” or as the motive “but for which he/she would not have
undertaken the trip.” As reported in 2014–2015, the highest-ranking purpose for domestic travel
in India is “social” (85.9%), followed by “religious and pilgrimage” (8.3%).1 In characterizing
religious tourism in nations with developing economies, Rinschede argued that for many,
“religious tourism offers the only possibility of travel” (1992, 52). While this may hold true
elsewhere, it is important to note that this scenario does not readily transfer to India. This is
because modern travel infrastructure was developed in South Asia within decades of its
emergence in Europe. Today, India’s transportation infrastructure includes vast inland
waterways, one of the world’s largest and most heavily used passenger rail systems, a robust
domestic air network, and roads that traverse routes used in antiquity to alpine engineering
marvels numbered among the world’s highest navigable motorways.Modern travel networks
arose in India from the mid-nineteenth century onward, with the construction of the first
passenger railway line (1853–1854), approximately a quarter century after steam locomotive
technology was introduced in Britain (1825). Subsequently, the railways rapidly transformed
India by remapping river transportation systems and premodern roadways within the new
colonial networks of empire, expanding the frontiers of the accessible world and creating public
spaces that mingled people differentiated by “social taxonomy,” such as caste, religious
communities, and ethnicities in unprecedented ways (Prasad 2016, 61).2 In 1951, the colonial-
era rail was nationalized as “Indian Railways” and has since expanded into an entity that
provides transportation service to over eight billion passengers annually or almost twenty-two
million people daily (Indian Railways 2016). By the end of the twentieth century, the advent of
mass-market air travel in India was made possible by the Indian government’s deregulation of
the domestic aviation sector through a dispensation for “air-taxis” (1986) that was further
expanded under the Open Sky Policy (1990).3 Looking ahead, the twenty-first-century rise and
market penetration of discount airlines or low-cost carriers (LCCs), such as IndiGo, Jet
Airways, and SpiceJet, have further expanded access to the global transportation network for
citizens residing in secondary population centers and opened new routes of access for
international and regional visitors to India.At present, most domestic tourist visits in India
continue to be undertaken by bus in rural areas (50%), while the bus and train are used almost
equally in urban areas (34% and 31%, respectively) (NSSO 2016, Statement 3.13a). Yet in
contrast to the overall preference for bus travel, rural travelers took the train for nearly a third of
all religious journeys (28%), while urban travelers used the train for nearly 70% of all religious
journeys (with bus use falling from 34% to 11% overall) (NSSO 2016, Statement 3.13a). It is
thus important to observe that mass transport for religious journeys in contemporary India
continues to be facilitated by the railways, a connection that began in the colonial era, as
discussed by scholars including Surinder Bhardwaj (1973, 151–152), Ian Kerr (2001, 312–
315), and Ritika Prasad (2016, 166–167). In sum, the scope of travel possibilities in India is
both well developed and expanding, so that contemporary pilgrims in India negotiate a world
whose frontiers are almost unimaginably accessible and interconnected in comparison with
that of recent generations.4Mapping an Interdisciplinary Journey through Indian Religious



SitesThe essays in this volume offer perspectives on religious journeying in Andhra Pradesh,
Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur, Uttarakhand, and
Uttar Pradesh, and they engage Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, as well as
those whose personal identity challenges such regional and community formations. In a
mosaic of diverse contexts, we explore intersecting and evolving motivations for religious travel
in India—from exile and mission, to heritage and Hindutva—and discover new mappings of the
sacred in interreligious and regional case studies from India.All major sites discussed in this
volume are located on map 1 (see map, pg. xiv). The essays in the first section, “Constructing
Community Spaces,” investigate the ways in which groups interact with sites to generate and
maintain particular communal identities. Opening the volume, Carla Bellamy, in “Making
Sacred Islamic Space in Contemporary India,” examines frameworks of Muslim pilgrimages in
India. She shows that, for many Muslims in India, visits to important shrines like those found at
“Husain’s Hill” (Husain Tekri) in Madhya Pradesh are “articulated and accepted by some
Muslims” in ways that suggest “that even in the modern, post-partition period, some South
Asian Muslims exist within a spiritual landscape that posits more continuity than competition
between Mecca and South Asia.”In the next chapter, Joanna Cook describes how shared
spaces are constructed when the travelers are Thai Buddists in “Remaking Thai Buddhism
through International Pilgrimage to South Asia.” Cook queries the notion that Thai Buddhist
pilgrims become “more Buddhist” as a result of journeying to the original sites of the historical
Buddha’s life in South Asia: Lumbini (birth), Bodhgaya (enlightenment), Sarnath (teaching),
and Kushinagar (final death). In her richly illustrated ethnography, Cook fruitfully navigates the
tension between the pilgrimage itself, translocal Buddhist religious identity, and a sense of
“otherness” experienced by Thai Buddhist pilgrims to Buddhist sites in India and Nepal.The
final chapter of this section—Kiran A. Shinde’s “Augmenting Pilgrimages: A Religious Theme
Park in Shegaon, Maharashtra”—is occupied with a social space that might strike some as
inherently non-spiritual: a religious theme park. Shinde brings readers to Anand Sagar, a
religious theme park linked to Sant Gajanan Maharaj (1878–1908) in Shegaon, a small town in
rural Maharashtra dominated by its identity as a saint’s abode. In doing so, Shinde
demonstrates the ways in which sacred, secular, and marketplace motivations coexist at
Anand Sagar alongside the commercial instrumentality of a “theme park” and the spiritual
sincerity of a religious space.The second section, “Pilgrimage as Paradox,” considers situations
in which the ostensible purpose of the religious journey appears to be at odds with the form of
the event, the presuppositions of the participants, and/or the stated aims of the organizers.
That is, the four situations presented by the following authors provoke a certain cognitive
dissonance. This section begins with Dibyesh Anand’s study of the intersections of devotion to
Ram and Hindutva nationalism in “Appropriating Ayodhya on ‘Valor Day’: Hindu Nationalism
and Pilgrimage as Politics” (chapter 4). Through an examination of the rise of Hindutva and its
spiritual claims, the author closely reads the activities and rhetoric of Hindu activist travelers to
Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh, speculating on the paradoxical effects of such journeys—and noting
that pilgrimage in this sense is inextricable from a Hindu nationalist politics of fear. While the
essays in the previous section develop the idea of unexpected personal and social identity
formations at pilgrimage sites, Anand’s contribution asks how religious journeys can be
conceptualized when they are in the service of monumentalizing communal, ethnocentric
violence.Chapter 5, Robbie B. H. Goh’s “Bihar as Christian Anti-Pilgrimage Site: Missions,
Evangelism, and Religious Geography,” searches for ways to interpret religious travel within a
space perceived by the travelers themselves as a “spiritual vacuum.” Goh details the
perception of Bihar by Indian Christian missionaries as a “graveyard of missions” due to high



failure rates of Christian conversions. At a site that is characterized by its lack of coreligionists,
Goh argues that the dearth of Christian conversions can paradoxically function as a kind of
stimulus that draws in activity, encouraging religious travel by Indian Christian missionaries
through the very nature of this spiritual challenge.Alex Norman engages with a different sort of
paradox in “Seeking the Self in a Land of Strangers: New Religiosity and the Spiritual
Marketplace of Rishikesh” (chapter 6) through reflection on Rishikesh, Uttarakhand, as an
international center for “spiritual tourists.” Focusing on the appeal of Rishikesh, particularly
amongst visitors from the U.K., Europe, Australia, and North America, Norman analyzes
religious tourism activities within sites overtly marketed as places for spiritual development. As
he discusses, the “spiritual marketplace” of Rishikesh operates outside the boundaries of
conventional religious institutions and settings and serves to dislocate “spirituality” from the
types of shrines and sites associated with conventional site-based religious travel.Finally, John
Whalen-Bridge’s “Proxy Pilgrimage: Seeing Tibet in Dharamsala, India” traces the ways in
which pilgrimage is transformed when forced into new paradigms by political circumstances.
Whalen-Bridge’s chapter focuses on religious travel to Dharamsala in Himachal Pradesh—the
current home of the Dalai Lama—to show how roadblocks to religious travel in Tibet are
negotiated. The author locates such pilgrimage in a modernist Vajrayana discourse,
represented by Dzongsar Jamyang Khyentse Rinpoche’s travel guide for Buddhist pilgrims,
which integrates the paradox of proxy sites of pilgrimage within a framework of spirituality. In
this sense, the role of Dharamsala as a surrogate for “Tibet” is both central and peripheral to
how religious travel is perceived by religious travelers to Dharamsala as “Little Tibet.”The role
of multiple, overlapping motivations dominates in the third section “Reversals and Revisions,”
which charts the ways which obstacles that might appear antithetical to a religious activity are
incorporated into the activity, conditioning the religious journey in important ways. In chapter 8,
“The Power of the ‘Little Hajj’: Memory, Ritual, and Pilgrimage in South Indian Islam,” Afsar
Mohammad offers insight into Muslim pilgrimage at three different sites in Andhra Pradesh:
Penukonda, Nellore, and Gugudu. Mohammad demonstrates that Indian Muslims who do not
have the means to make the journey to Mecca, Saudi Arabia for the hajj—one of the five pillars
of Islam—find alternate ways to monumentalize and sacralize parts of their religious
inheritance so that new, multilayered sacred spaces come into being in India itself. In the next
chapter, “What Are Sikhs Doing at ‘Historical Gurdwaras’ If They’re Not on Pilgrimage? Saints,
Dust, and Memorial Presence at Sikh Religious Places,” Andrea Marion Pinkney reflects on
travel to Sikh religious sites. Characterizing the normative position of Sikh religious authorities
as “anti-pilgrimage and pro-gurdwara,” Pinkney reviews key Sikh religious texts’ statements on
pilgrimage—and the metaphor of dust which, she argues, bears a second layer of significance
as a charismatic substance or “matter” that connects contemporary Sikh pilgrims to the saints
memorialized at historical gurdwaras and other Sikh religious places.The tenth chapter,
Rodney Sebastian’s “ ‘Reverse Pilgrimage’: Performance, Manipuri Identity, and the
Ranganiketan Cultural Arts Troupe,” takes readers to Manipur, a state in India’s northeast
region in which the Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA) has been in effect since 1958.
In an environment where the stability of civic life faces systemic and long-term challenges,
Sebastian maps new formations of Manipuri religious identity through the performances of
Ranganiketan as a kind of “reverse pilgrimage” (Davidson and Gitlitz 2002, 522).5 By bringing
culturally specific forms of art and ritual activities outside of Manipur’s contested landscape,
Sebastian shows how Ranganiketan combines religio-cultural and financial motivations with a
mission of bringing religious and cultural connections abroad to newcomers and devotees
denied the chance to return home.Chapter 11 concludes the volume by turning to unexpected



kinds of identity formation in Roberta Wollons’s “Imagined Place: American Women’s
Missionary Journeys in Southern India.” Wollons’s chapter introduces American women
Congregational missionaries who were trained to convert Indian women to Christianity, but who
had a change of itinerary when their activity resulted in the founding of women’s colleges. In
closing the volume, Wollons critically suggests that religious travel can contribute to
unexpected revisions to the self, as experienced by women journeying on “missions” to India.In
conclusion, pilgrimages, religious retreats, missionary work, and religious tourism are all ways
to construct selves, even as these experiences impart lessons in self-deconstruction as well. In
these authors’ explorations, religious, regional, national, transnational, and personal forms of
identity are both transformed and reinforced through religious journeying. By looking beyond
the boundaries of conventional pilgrimages, we invite readers to join us at the margins of
scholarship on religion and travel—and to appreciate India on its own terms as a religious
travel destination and as a landscape for religious constructions, paradoxes, and, indeed,
reversals.NotesThis project has been supported by the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences,
National University of Singapore (Religion Cluster and South Asian Studies Programme) and
the Asia Research Institute, which jointly sponsored a workshop in Singapore on “Religious
Travel in India” in 2012. At McGill University, funding was provided for student research interns
by the Faculty of Arts Research Internship Program (ARIA) and a McBurney Fellowship
(School of Religious Studies). In bringing this to press, the editors gratefully acknowledge
Nancy J. Ellegate and Diane Ganeles at the State University of New York Press for their
editorial support, and our research assistants at McGill University: Geneviève Mercier-
Dalphond (2014), Sarah Sachiye Purdy (2015), Kelly Christine Wong (2016), and Henria Aton
(2017).1. Aside from social and religious trips (94.2% of all domestic travel), all other trips
comprised just 5.8% of domestic travel, including education, training, and business: “Social
trips were the most common ones among the trips completed during last 30 days (501.9 lakhs
overnight trips at all-India level) followed by trips for religious & pilgrimage leading purpose
(4.85 lakhs trips)” (NSSO 2017 Appendix A, A-131). For details, see NSSO 2016, table 20,
reporting the all-India rural and urban composite data on “Average expenditure (in  ¹) per
overnight trip by categories of expenditure for each leading purpose completed during last 365
days” (NSSO 2016, table 20).2. See also Laura Bear, Lines of the Nation: Indian Railway
Workers, Bureaucracy, and the Intimate Historical Self (New York: Columbia University Press,
2007).3. For discussion of the air-taxi dispensation under Rajiv Gandhi, see Rahul Mukherji
and Gaurav Kankanhalli, “Civil Aviation in India: An Exploration in the Political Economy of
Promoting Competition,” ISAS Working Paper No. 97 (2009). For analysis of the impact of low-
cost carriers in India, consult India Knowledge at Wharton, “India’s Airline Industry
Consolidates, but Change Is Still in the Air,” 2008, .4. For details on the history of railways in
India, see Ian J. Kerr, Railways in Modern India (New Delhi; New York: Oxford University Press,
2001). For consideration of the impact of the railways on colonial India, see Ritika Prasad,
“ ‘Time-Sense’: Railways and Temporality in Colonial India,” Modern Asian Studies 47 (2013):
1252–1282, and Ritika Prasad, “Railway Time: Speed, Synchronization, and ‘Time-
Sense’ ” (chapter 4) in Tracks of Change, 134–164.5. As defined by Davidson and Gitlitz, a
reverse pilgrimage is “a journey by a revered object of pilgrimage from its normal setting to the
locales of its devotees” (2002, 522).Works CitedBhardwaj, Surinder Mohan. 1973. Hindu
Places of Pilgrimage in India: A Study in Cultural Geography. Berkeley: University of California
Press.Davidson, Linda Kay, and David Martin Gitlitz. 2002. Pilgrimage: From the Ganges to
Graceland, an Encyclopedia. Vol. 1: ABC-CLIO.India Knowledge at Wharton. 2012. “Indian
Tourism Finds a New Focus in the Domestic Traveler.” Accessed 22 February 2013. .Indian



Railways 2015–2016 English Summary Sheet. 2016. Accessed 1 September 2017. .Kerr, Ian J.
2001. “Reworking a Popular Religious Practice: The Effects of Railways on Pilgrimage in 19th
and 20th Century South Asia.” In Railways in Modern India, ed. Ian J. Kerr, 304–327. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.National Sample Survey Office of India (NSSO), Ministry of Statistics
and Programme Implementation, Government of India. 2016. “Domestic Tourism in India, NSS
72nd Round (July 2014–June 2015). Accessed 19 August 2017. .Prasad, Ritika. 2013. “ ‘Time-
Sense’: Railways and Temporality in Colonial India.” Modern Asian Studies 47: 1252–
1282.Prasad, Ritika. 2016. Tracks of Change: Railways and Everyday Life in Colonial India.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.Rinschede, Gisbert. 1992. “Forms of Religious
Tourism.” Annals of Tourism Research 19: 51–67.Turner, Victor, and Edith Turner. 2011. Image
and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture. New York: Columbia University Press.IConstructing
Community Spaces1Making Sacred Islamic Space in Contemporary IndiaCARLA
BELLAMYIslamic Places of Pilgrimage in IndiaIn 1923, in a small volume titled Essentials of
Hindutva: Who Is a Hindu?, the activist V. D. Savarkar famously asserted that a “Hindu”—a true
native of India—was “a person who regards this Land of BHARAT VARSHA, from the Indus to
the Seas as his Father-Land as well as his Holy-Land that is the cradle land of his
religion” (Savarkar 1949, title page). Leaving aside the question of whether or not Savarkar
himself harbored anti-Muslim or anti-Christian attitudes, this statement highlights a tension in
the religious terms adopted by many prominent Indian political figures and a tension
experienced acutely by Indian Muslims in the decades leading up to independence and
partition. What did it mean to be Indian and Muslim, particularly given the fact that Mecca, a
major place of Muslim pilgrimage, lies not in South Asia but rather in the distant and culturally
distinct Arabian Peninsula?Those who identify as Muslim in South Asia have always been
aware of the importance of Mecca, as making a pilgrimage there is one of Islam’s five pillars or
foundations—but it would be naïve to assume that this awareness necessarily precipitated the
tensions and anxieties that developed in the Indian Muslim community in the decades prior to
independence. While it is not inaccurate to say that the hajj, as a requirement of all Muslims
with the financial means, is the most important pilgrimage a Muslim can make, it is important to
recognize that the experience of the hajj for its pilgrims varies tremendously and is subject to
historical and cultural context, not to mention individual situation.Further, many Muslims—both
past and present—combine the required pilgrimage to Mecca with an optional visit to the
nearby city of Medina. Early biographies of the Prophet Muhammad relate that while Mecca
was the city of his birth, it was Medina that became his home when it proved politically
inadvisable to remain in Mecca. In fact, the Islamic calendar dates from the time of the
migration of Muhammad and his followers to Medina. Along these lines, popular South Asian
poetry in praise of the Prophet Muhammad is full of references to him as “the one from
Medina” (Asani 1995). While Medina looms large in the South Asian—and global—Muslim
imagination, the popular act of visiting Medina before or after performing the hajj is not required
for the hajj to be legally valid.My intention is not to assert that Medina rather than Mecca
occupies a central place in the global Islamic imagination but rather to emphasize something
that is easily lost in conceptualizations of the hajj’s importance: namely, for Muslims on the hajj,
it is seeing Muhammad’s homeland that makes the pilgrimage exciting and emotionally
meaningful. In other words, Mecca and Medina are experienced as sacred because they are
places that have been touched by Muhammad himself: the pilgrim can see the place
Muhammad stood when he gave his farewell sermon (indeed, this is one of the central acts of
performing the hajj), and visit the site of the mosque where he prayed as well as his grave. One
need look no further than the efforts of the modern Saudi state to curtail what it sees as



excessive veneration of sites associated with the Prophet Muhammad (his mosque and grave
in Medina in particular) for evidence that South Asian Muslims are hardly alone in feeling that
while the hajj is an act required of all Muslims and an experience that allows one to connect
with the global community of Muslims, it is also a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to walk in the
footsteps of Muhammad.1Turning to the history of Islamic sacred space in South Asia, it is not
surprising that Islamic places of pilgrimage in the subcontinent are often regarded as sacred—
and therefore pilgrimage-worthy—because they are, in one way or another, associated with
important figures from the Islamic past. Like Mecca and Medina, these South Asian Islamic
pilgrimage centers afford pilgrims the opportunity to connect with important figures from the
Islamic past by standing in the very places where these figures once stood.The most pervasive
examples of this phenomenon are the countless shrines built in memory of Sufi masters
scattered throughout the subcontinent. Often constructed over the Sufi master’s grave, these
shrines are also built on locations where a Sufi master may have performed miracles or acts of
asceticism and meditation. In addition to places associated with Sufi masters, South Asia’s
spiritual landscape includes sites regarded as sacred because they have been miraculously
visited by other important figures from the Islamic past. Thus, for example, subcontinental
literary sources dating as far back as the fourteenth century place Adam’s descent to earth in
Sri Lanka, thereby marking South Asia not only as the homeland of all humanity but also the
home of the first prophet in the Islamic tradition (Ernst 1995). Miraculous visitations are not
limited to Muhammad and other prophets—Muhammad’s extended family members have also
been known to visit.The Indian Shi1&• Muslim community in particular has a history of patronizing
pilgrimage centers founded on land understood to have been miraculously visited by members
of Muhammad’s immediate family. Like Shi1&• Muslims everywhere, Indian Shi1&• Muslims attach
particular importance to 1$�Æ’À the son-in-law and cousin of the prophet Muhammad whose son
Husain was killed in 680 CE by rivals for leadership of the early Muslim community. Many of the
subcontinental shrines built to honor Husain’s sacrifice are therefore founded and patronized
by Shi1&• Muslims. These shrines also participate in the widely-held Islamic belief in the
continued presence of martyrs and the specifically Shi1&• belief that 1$�Æ• was the first in a lineage
of special leaders, or imams, whose skills include omniscience and the power to intercede on
behalf of others.Thus, in the Islamic tradition, sacred space, conceived of on both local and
global levels, is recognized as authoritative because it is closely associated with figures from
the Islamic past. While it is true that sources and keepers of Islamic orthodoxy hold that hajj is
the only pilgrimage required of Muslims, it is also true that this seemingly hajj-centric stance
ignores the reality that in the minds of many South Asian Muslims, one need not “choose”
between Mecca and another sacred site since both are associated with a historical figure who
was particularly close to God and are therefore worthy of pilgrimage. In fact, in contemporary
South Asia, a popular (though debated) notion holds that those without the financial resources
to perform the hajj may obtain an equal amount of spiritual benefit, or �cav�� , by performing a set
number of pilgrimages to a Sufi shrine in the northwestern city of Ajmer.2 This shrine, which
contains the grave of the late twelfth-century Sufi master Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti, is
arguably the most famous Sufi shrine in India and one of the most important Sufi shrines in all
of South Asia. While such equivalences are undeniably a common South Asian means of
enhancing the prestige of up-and-coming pilgrimage centers, the fact that this Ajmer/hajj
equivalence is articulated and accepted suggests that even in the modern, post-partition
period, some South Asian Muslims exist within a spiritual landscape that posits more continuity
than competition between Mecca and South Asia.While in the contemporary period, the
connection between Ajmer and Mecca is an equivalence according to which Ajmer’s authority



derives from being “just like” Mecca, connections between Mecca and centers of Sufi learning
have taken other forms. At an earlier point in Islamic history, accounts of the hajj make it clear
that, given the uncertainties and rigors of the road, visiting Mecca also necessarily implied a
journey to visit important Sufi masters en route. The contemporary tendency to make an
absolute distinction between South Asian Islamic pilgrimage centers and the hajj has only
become possible with the increased availability of package tours that allow pilgrims to go on
the hajj without relying upon or otherwise interacting with local networks of Sufi teachers.
Decontextualized footage of the Ka1&&�€ in Mecca—a ubiquitous presence on Indian and
Pakistani television—has also contributed to a perception of the Ka1&&�€ as fundamentally
removed from all other pilgrimage networks.3Setting aside for a moment the issues raised by
contemporary debates about the legitimacy of South Asian Islamic places of pilgrimage, it
remains true that Islamic places of pilgrimage, whether in India or Saudi Arabia, afford the
pilgrim the opportunity to connect with the past and, consequently, to locate oneself in relation
to other pilgrims. Simply put, pilgrimages and places of pilgrimage enable pilgrims to build
community. This aspect of Islamic pilgrimage is an observable function of pilgrimage in general
that resonates with the philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s insight that group identity is forged through
the mechanisms of “lineage,” “calendar,” and “trace,” and emplaced through “collective memory”
and “its commemorations linked to places consecrated by tradition” (Ricoeur 2004, 149). Such
spaces allow communities to bridge the gap between enduring memories of place and the
transience of biological time, as the vastness of cosmic time exceeds the observational
capacity of an individual human life.Ricoeur’s general understanding is useful in considering
how pilgrims’ journeys to Mecca on the one hand and to Indian Islamic places of pilgrimage on
the other shape different notions of self and community. In the case of the hajj, visiting Mecca
has the relatively straightforward effect of reinforcing a pilgrim’s sense of him- or herself as a
member of a global Muslim community. Visits to South Asian Islamic pilgrimage sites are more
complex, for such visits simultaneously feed global and local aspects of Indian Islamic identity
and are further complicated by the interaction between an individual’s linguistic, caste, and
sectarian background, India’s colonial past and communalized present, and the particular
histories of different pilgrimage centers.In what follows, my point is not that Mecca,
Muhammad, and other figures from the global Islamic past have not been historically important
elements in the making of Indian Islamic sacred space. Rather, drawing upon the history of an
Indian Islamic pilgrimage center known as Husain Tekri (�$usain �lekr�²’À I explore some of the ways
in which the relationship between local and pan-Islamic places and personages changed in
response to the shifting political landscapes of late colonial and post-independence
India.Husain Tekri as an Indian Islamic Sacred SpaceIn the middle of farmland about a
kilometer from Jaora, a town in Madhya Pradesh, India, is the “Hill of Husain,” a collection of
structures built in memory of close relatives of the Prophet Muhammad who died in a battle
near the modern Iraqi city of Karbala in the seventh century (see map, pg. xiv). The actual
tombs of Karbala’s martyrs, scattered throughout present-day Iraq and Saudi Arabia, have
been internationally recognized places of pilgrimage for centuries. Here, since at least the early
decades of the twentieth century, Husain’s Hill, known as Husain Tekri, has been a pilgrimage
center for individuals of all religious backgrounds, attracting pilgrims from throughout India,
though mainly from the northern part of the country.Husain Tekri’s shrines were constructed
from the 1920s through the 1990s (figure 1.1). Unlike many subcontinental shrines with similar
ritual lives and architecture, commonly known as darg��âW0, Husain Tekri’s shrines do not mark the
graves of notable Sufi masters. Rather, they are built to shelter zar�±âRÀ miniature silver models of
the tombs of several close relatives of the Prophet Muhammad who suffered martyrdom or



extreme emotional and physical distress at the battle of Karbala, an event which is universally
mourned by Muslims during the Islamic month of Mu�%arram.4 In this way, these shrines share
some characteristics with memorial structures built by the Indian Shi1&• community, though owing
to the volume of non-Muslim patrons at Husain Tekri and the fact that these shrines are a
Sunni waqf board property and built with the support of the Sunni Muslim rulers of Jaora, it
would not be accurate to describe them as primarily or exclusively Shi1&• institutions (figures 1.2
and 1.3).5Figure 1.1. Shrine of Sakina, Husain Tekri (Jaora) Madhya Pradesh, India. Courtesy
of Carla Bellamy.Figure 1.2; Figure 1.3. Husain Tekri, the shrine of of 1$�Æ’À inner gateway (left)
and outer gateway (right). Courtesy of Carla Bellamy.Because origin stories of pilgrimage
centers reveal as much about the community that preserves and conveys the stories as they
do about the sites themselves, one way to understand the types of community constituted at a
pilgrimage center is to examine the narratives that different communities present about a
pilgrimage site. Specifically, I discuss several versions of the origin story of a major Indian
Islamic pilgrimage center known as Husain Tekri in order to offer some insight into the ways in
which Indian Muslims have articulated Indian Islamic sacred space, and the different ways in
which Indian Islamic sacred spaces contribute to and constitute Indian Islamic identity.6The
earliest extant version of the origin of Husain Tekri is contained in a larger history of Jaora
State titled T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+, written in Urdu and commissioned by the nawab (naw�� , king) of Jaora in
1889. A popular recent example of Husain Tekri’s origin story is found in a guidebook, �$usain
�lekr�° Ky�� Hai? (What is Husain Tekri?) written by Safdar Rizvi, a New Delhi–based journalist and
Shi1&• Muslim who became a devotee of Husain Tekri when he was healed at its shrines. Since
1998, the Hindi and Urdu versions of �$usain Tekr�° Ky�� Hai? have gone through multiple editions.
Rizvi’s text draws on older guidebooks, dating from 1942 and 1984, as well as oral tradition. It
is also informed by his own sense of what it means to be Shi1&—FP in contemporary, increasingly
communalized India (Rizvi 1998). A third narrative is presented in a television documentary
featuring Husain Tekri produced by the Doordarshan network, An Example of Good Will
(sadbh��`an��’à In it, Sarwar 1$�Æ• Khan, a descendant of the nawabs of Jaora, a Sunni Muslim, and
the manager or mutavall�° of Husain Tekri, offers his own understanding of the site’s miraculous
origins.All three sources place the founding of Husain Tekri in the month of Mu�%arram, the first
month of the Islamic calendar and the month in which the anniversaries of the deaths at
Karbala of several close relatives of the Prophet Muhammad are observed. The 1889 account
of Husain Tekri’s origin includes a description of what the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ characterizes as a strange
incident that occurred on the eighth and ninth days of Mu�%arram in hijri 1304, or 1886 CE. The
text relates that the eighth day of Mu�%arram—traditionally the first of three intensive days of
mourning—coincided with the Hindu festival of Dusshera (Da�¶�‡!�), a celebration that in
northern and northwestern India marks the occasion of the ancient Hindu king Rama’s triumph
over Ravana, a ruler of a rival kingdom who had kidnapped Rama’s wife, Sita. This
concurrence of Mu�%arram and Dusshera was rare because the Islamic lunar calendar, unlike the
several Hindu calendars, is not fixed; it moves back approximately twelve days a year in
relation to the Gregorian calendar. Because Islamic dates are based on local sightings of the
moon, it is not possible to confirm with absolute certainty that the eighth of Mu�%arram and
Dusshera happened on the same day in Jaora. Nevertheless, the correspondence mentioned
in the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ is attested to in colonial sources and confirmed by my own calculations.7 It
seems quite likely, therefore, that the royal history is accurate in this regard.The T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+
divides its account of the “strange incident” into three numbered sections in the style of a
chronicle. The sections differ dramatically in length: the first contains the bulk of the story, a
potential confrontation between Hindus and Muslims and a series of resulting miraculous



events; the second is a single sentence describing mysterious torchlight in the nearby jungle;
and the third briefly explains that as a result of these miraculous events, Husain Tekri quickly
develops an international reputation as a place of healing.In part 1, the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ relates that
on the eighth day of Mu�%arram, though the nawab of Jaora had issued a public declaration that
Hindus and Muslims should not interfere in each other’s rituals, certain Muslims insisted that
they would not allow the Hindu procession to pass in front of the ta1'¦—•a. A ta1'¦—•a is a model of a
tomb of the martyrs of Karbala that is traditionally carried in a procession on the tenth day of
Mu�%arram; it is an object peculiar to South Asian Islam, and in contemporary India, these
structures are as much representations of neighborhood and community pride as they are of
the martyrs of Karbala. As the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ puts it:The keepers of the ta1'¦—•as said, “We will not
allow R��ÖÁ+l�� processions to pass in front of the ta1'¦—•as on the day of Da�¶�‡!�.” In response, the
government issued a warning, stating, “Do not interfere in the traditions of the Hindus, and
Hindu rites ought not to disturb Muslims.” But the Muslims didn’t heed the warning. Two days
earlier, from the time that the image of Ravana had been erected [for the R��ÖÁ+l�� festival], a
regiment of Central India English mounted troops from the cantonment at Agra had arrived to
keep an eye on the commotion. (1889, 183)8The stage was set for a violent confrontation
between the Hindus and Muslims of Jaora. In this account, it seems as though blame for the
near confrontation is placed primarily upon the Muslims charged with making and carrying the
ta1'¦—•a rather than the Hindus or even the English troops. It is possible that in part this story
speaks to a rivalry between branches of the royal family of Jaora: the picture offered by the
official history is one in which the diplomatic nawab seeks to keep the peace while the rabble-
rousing keepers of the ta1'¦—•a sully their devotion to Husain with communalist sentiment.9 In
any case, the nawab, himself a Muslim, issues a ruling that does not obviously favor the
Muslims of Jaora. While this decision was likely related to the demography of Jaora State,
owing to the complexity of the way in which Hindu-Muslim populations were distributed, it is
difficult to say how, exactly, demography influenced his thinking: the population of the city of
Jaora—where the confrontation took place—had Hindus and Muslims in almost equal numbers
(it stood at 43 percent Hindu and 48 percent Muslim according to the 1901 census), but the
state of Jaora as a whole had a strong Hindu majority.10 The T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ continues:After
gathering with their collaborators, they [the English troops] went and stood directly in front of
the ta1'¦—•as for all to see. The ta1'¦—•a bearers were very unhappy at this turn of events, and so
later in the evening they went and immersed their ta1'¦—•a in the river. And so there was a huge
uproar, with weeping and wailing, and all the shops in the city were closed. But because of the
presence of the English mounted troops, there was no possible way for riots to start. (1889,
183)Immersing the ta1'¦—•a in the river effectively ended the observance of Mu�%arram in Jaora
before the climactic ta1'¦—•a procession. In this first account of Husain Tekri’s origins, the stakes
are now quite high: not only is violence held at bay solely by the temporary presence of foreign
troops whose actions ultimately aggravated the situation, but proper commemoration of the
martyrdom of those at Karbala has been jeopardized. The text thus presents a situation in
which the timely and appropriate mourning of Husain and his companions is threatened and
with it, more broadly, the local Muslim population’s ability to build and maintain its sense of
identity through ritual acts that function as community-building activities (as per Ricoeur’s
mechanism of “calendar”). How can the peace be kept and the sense of Muslim community
maintained?On the following day, the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ reports that the nawab attempted to remedy the
situation by making a donation that allowed the ta1'¦—•a bearers to rebuild the ta1'¦—•a, and so, the
text assures us, on the evening of the ninth, the ta1'¦—•a was rebuilt. Of course, rebuilding the
ta1'¦—•a did not eliminate the threat of communal riots or ensure that the martyrs of Karbala



would be properly mourned. For this to be the outcome, it seems, a miraculous event was
necessary. And so, the text relates what it terms the “strange event” that precipitated the
founding of Husain Tekri:But at this very moment, people from the village of Rozana were on
their way from Jaora. About two miles north [of Jaora] these people saw, with their own eyes,
that the ta1'¦—•a of the city of Jaora, accompanied by people on horses and people on foot, was
moving steadily toward the north. And in absolute truth, in between the city [of Jaora] and the
village of Rozana, the ta1'¦—•a was placed on a small hill that sits on the edge of the border of
the Brahmin village [of Rozana]. After a few minutes, they moved from that place toward the
east, in the direction of the river Maleni. (1889, 184)The people immediately recognized this
very hill to be the place of Husain, and commemorative actions were introduced:In no time at
all, everyone in the city had heard about this series of events, and a huge crowd of people had
gone and gathered on this small hill. And acknowledging that this place was blessed and the
abode of blessed Imam Husain, the lord of this life and the life to come, they introduced the
custom of offering f��F‘âV� and na�•r and niy��  and giving hundreds of rupees in alms in the name of
the departed souls of the imams. On this hill, a well that had been dry for a long time
spontaneously filled with water, even though it wasn’t the rainy season, and after this
happened, people had even more faith in the place. (1889, 185)Thus, this series of miraculous
events in Jaora ends happily with the Indian-Islamic practice of reciting the first passage of the
Qur1&�âÀ the al-F��F‘âV�À over food offerings, which are then distributed and eaten as blessed, also
simply referred to as f��F‘âV�° charitable offerings (na�•r) are subsequently made in the name of the
imams, as are petitions for their help and intercession (niy��¢’à Taken together these actions
foster a sense of local Muslim community while at the same time linking the local community to
figures from the larger, remembered Islamic past. As Ricoeur suggested, such a bond unites
all Muslims (through the mechanisms of “lineage” and “calendar”) to the broad context of
cosmic time.This effectively ends the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+’s description of how Husain Tekri came into
existence. In short, on the ninth day of Mu�%arram, people from a neighboring village had an
inexplicable vision of the ta1'¦—•a of Jaora on land outside the city, and the community of Jaora,
interpreting the event to mean that the hill was the abode of Husain, instituted the tradition of
offering na�•r, niy��¢À and f��F‘âV� there.In part 2, the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ mentions a noteworthy but inexplicab
second miracle: the regular nightly appearance of mysterious torchlight that could be seen by
those who stood at a distance from Husain Tekri. Following this brief and cryptic description,
the third and final section notes the consequences of this series of miracles: the water in the
well became known for its healing properties, attracting observers from throughout India and all
over the world; and so, Husain Tekri and Jaora became famous. Concluding its account, the
text states that because of the great faith that he himself had as a result of this strange
incident, the nawab took personal responsibility for maintaining the place where it had
happened.A slightly different version of Husain Tekri’s origin story was related by Sarwar 1$�Æ•
Khan, the heir of the nawabs of Jaora, in a Doordarshan television documentary titled An
Example of Good Will (sadbh��`an��“  Jaora (n.d.).11 Khan serves as the mutavall�²À or main
administrator, of Husain Tekri, a hereditary position he occupies because the site was founded
and maintained by his royal forbearers.12 Khan’s version has the tripartite structure of the royal
history, though it exhibits some interesting departures. While he notes the near-conflict
between Hindus and Muslims over the coincidence of Mu�%arram and Dusshera, he attributes
the conflict to logistical issues, noting that the ta1'¦—•a was in the way of the Hindu procession,
and because the roads were inadequate, it was not possible for the processions to advance.
The Hindus asked the Muslims to move, which made the Muslims unhappy.In his account,
Khan repeatedly emphasizes the randomness of the coincidence of Dusshera and Mu�%arram



and also the innocuous nature of the Hindus’ request. It was, he noted emphatically, a mere
coincidence that the festivals were happening at the same time, and the Hindus’ request to
share the road had logistical rather than communal connotations. In other words, from Khan’s
perspective, there was nothing inherently conflict-inducing about the situation. He then related
the way the situation escalated, the subsequent miracle, and outcome:The nawab said to the
Muslims, “No, no, it’s not like that—this is the first time this [the coincidence of Dusshera and
Mu�%arram] has happened. Try to reconcile and accept.”13 But the Muslims couldn’t accept this,
and so they said, “Sir, we’re not going to move the ta1'¦—•a.” Well, the Hindus’ Dusshera
procession started off and it was the ninth of Mu�%arram, the day preparations are made to take
the ta1'¦—•a out, and so there were some people coming from—what’s it called—the village of
Rozana. So there was this huge caravan of people from Rozana moving toward the city [of
Jaora], and in this very spot [Khan is being interviewed at the shrine to Imam Husain] they saw
this limitlessly bright light, and the sounds of m��F�Ð [ritual mourning performed by Shi1&—FW5Ð filled
the air, and there was this strange and wondrous—the ta1'¦—•a, and so on—a very uncanny
atmosphere. And they thought, “There’s light in the darkness!” So they ran and informed the
nawab, saying, “We saw this and that, and it’s still happening now!” So the nawab went there,
and he didn’t see the ta1'¦—•a and all the other things [that the villagers had seen], but he saw
horse hoofprints on the ground and ashes from torches, and on this spot, there was this
unbelievably wonderful sweet smell. Well, the nawab enclosed the area to protect it, and he
raised a platform (cab�·F�!� k�° �¶�¶�Â• that can be seen to this day—where there’s now a flagpole—
where the [green] flag flies now above Husain Tekri.14 And where he [presumably Husain, but
Khan does not specify] was performing wuzu before nam��  [daily ritual prayer performed by
Muslims]—that spring is still here too, and it is known as Jhalra Sharif. And where he was
praying nam��  [presumably 1$� bas], a very small mosque was built that is still here by the rau�“a
[shrine] of 1$� bas. And this is how Husain Tekri came to be. And people began coming and
praying for help with their problems—people who were in hopeless situations—and to this day,
people are still coming, because it’s not as though someone just coincidentally benefited from
visiting one time in the past—it’s not that this is auto-suggestion or self-hypnosis or blind faith
(andhvi�·a�s). It’s not like that. I can’t say that I have a scientific explanation for what happens
here, but a person can’t deny what he’s seen with his own eyes. (An Example of Good Will
[sadbh��`an��Ó  Jaora)Later in the interview, following documentary footage of Husain Tekri, Khan
offers some emphatic concluding remarks about the importance of maintaining communal
harmony, highlighting that divisions between people have human, not divine, origin. The thrust
of his interview, like that of the documentary as a whole, is that communal harmony is possible
and that it is misguided individuals rather than religion itself that causes communal violence in
India.In Safdar Rizvi’s version of the origin story of Husain Tekri, the events take place on the
tenth and eleventh days of Mu�%arram, 1886 (figure 1.4). Unlike the origin story related in the
royal history of Jaora State and the version related by Sarwar 1$�Æ• Khan, the near-conflict
between Hindus and Muslims takes place on the tenth day of Mu�%arram, when the Muslim
ta1'¦—•a procession and the Hindu R��ÖÁ+l�� procession meet at an intersection. The Hindu
procession is prevented from proceeding until the ta1'¦—•a bearers, who had stopped to build a
fire because they were cold, moved forward themselves. Fearing conflict, some bystanders
sought the mediation of the nawab. Rizvi states:Figure 1.4. Husain Tekri, the site where the
miraculous visitors of 1886 are said to have performed nam��¢à Courtesy of Carla Bellamy.Both
[Hindu and Muslim] groups reached [the nawab] Muhammad Ismail Khan. He listened to both
sides’ stories and told the Muslims to let the R��ÖÁ+l�� procession pass. The Muslims respected the
king’s statement, but they were secretly chagrined. They were not happy with the decision of



the king. Having resolved to be patient, they moved to the side and sat next to the ta1'¦—•a. From
another direction, the Hindus lifted their Ram display and began to move forward. When they
came to the ta1'¦—•a, they beheld a strange sight. They had never seen a miraculous sight such
as this, whether they were Hindu or Muslim. Every one of them was in wonder at what was
happening. What had happened was the ta1'¦—•a that normally took sixty to seventy people to lift
was moving, by itself, up in the air a few feet and then, slowly, moving forward. The ta1'¦—•a came
to the im��Ö!��[�� s courtyard and stopped. Having seen this miracle, the ta1'¦—•a bearers’ eyes
became wet with tears. Everyone began kissing the ta1'¦—•a. “Yah �$usain! Yah �$usain!” rang in the
air. This was the first miracle that happened in Jaora. (Rizvi 2001, 11–12)15Following this
miracle, the people from the nearby village of Rozana enter the story; as they are returning
home from the ta1'¦—•a procession in Jaora, they see light coming from the jungle, and though
they are afraid, they move forward, “taking the name of Maul�� (lord, in this case, �$usain) on their
lips” (Rizvi 2001, xx). As they draw near to the present-day site of Husain Tekri, Rizvi tells us
that the ta1'¦—•a of Jaora is surrounded by a few veiled, glowing figures. Among the figures are
two old men with unveiled, shining faces. One, �$usain �lekr�° Ky�� Hai? tells us, could be seen
reading nam��  on the ground where the shrine of Imam Husain now stands, and the other was
performing ablutions in a ca�¶Ñ�, or natural spring, bubbling up from the earth.In Rizvi’s story, the
villagers wait until the next morning to visit the nawab, and when they describe the events of
the previous evening, the nawab reveals that he had dreamed what they had related, and that
he had been commanded to take care of the place they described. Subsequently, the nawab
goes to the place of the miracle and has a well built to enclose the miraculous new spring.
While there, some people take the nawab to a nearby hill filled with a sweet smell. There he
gives the command to enclose the sweet-smelling area and assigns a man the responsibility to
burn lob��âÀ or incense, in the morning and evening. �$usain �lekr�° Ky�� Hai? concludes its description
of the miraculous events by noting that, because the events in question took place on the tenth
day of Mu�%arram, the day of the martyrdom of Husain, the place became known as Husain
Hill.16Local versus Global: Making Islamic Sacred Space in Modern IndiaWhile the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+,
�$usain �lekr�° Ky�� Hai?, and Sarwar 1$�Æ• Khan’s account in An Example of Good Will (sadbh��`an��“ 
Jaora are similar in that each describes a series of miracles that leads to the founding of
Husain Tekri, the events contained in each account differ in suggestive ways. In the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+,
the vision of the ta1'¦—•a of Jaora being carried by a mysterious procession on the land that
would become Husain Tekri is followed by a mention of the subsequent appearance of
mysterious torchlight on Husain Tekri’s land. In �$usain �lekr�° Ky�� Hai?, the miracle of the levitating
ta1'¦—•a is followed by a miraculous hilltop visitation of not only the ta1'¦—•a of Jaora but also
mysterious, glowing figures all but explicitly identified as Husain and the other martyrs of
Karbala. Sarwar 1$�Æ• Khan’s version of the origin story as related on Doordarshan in An
Example of Good Will (sadbh��`an��“  Jaora is presented as (more or less) a single story, though
he tellingly stumbles over and ultimately minimizes the story of the ta1'¦—•a of Jaora appearing
miraculously at Husain Tekri. Instead, he focuses on what the nawab himself saw (and
smelled) when the villagers brought him to the place that subsequently became known as
Husain Tekri. Khan’s version also exhibits an awareness of the idea, present in Rizvi’s account
but completely absent from the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+, that among the apparitions to visit Husain Tekri in
1886, two were Imam Husain and Hazrat 1$� bas themselves.Surprisingly, despite their very
different ethnic, sectarian, and regional affiliations, Khan’s and Rizvi’s accounts of the origin
stories have more in common with one another than with the version contained in the T��!+�5�– e
Y�·7Va+; most importantly, they both minimize the importance of the ta1'¦—•a among the apparitions
that appear to the villagers from Rozana and both eliminate any mention of the British troops



(Rizvi, of course, relates a whole separate miracle involving the levitating ta1'¦—•a, discussed
later). This difference is telling, and it exists in part because the royal ta1'¦—•a of Jaora carries
different meanings in the pre- and postcolonial periods.In 1889, when the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ was
composed, Jaora was a Muslim princely state and much of the subcontinent had come under
direct British rule following the failed rebellion of 1857. The Indian troops who participated in
the rebellion declared Bahadur Shah Zafur, the last Mughal emperor of India, to be India’s
rightful ruler, and so the rebels’ eventual defeat was understood as the defeat of the last
representative of a once-powerful Muslim dynasty. The rebellion itself was a reaction to the
injustice of colonial rule and was instigated by a number of factors, chief among them a rumor
that, unbeknownst to them, Indian sepoys had been issued guns whose operation required the
user to bite off the ends of cartridges greased with a combination of cow and pig fat, which
were regarded as highly repulsive and polluting substances by Hindu and Muslim soldiers.
Whether or not the cartridges were actually greased with animal fat was never resolved, but
the subsequent declaration by the British that troops could grease cartridges with whatever
they preferred confirmed the suspicions of the soldiers, whose outrage fueled the rebellion.The
events of 1886 provided the opportunity for Jaora’s nawab to present himself not merely as a
British collaborator—Jaora had provided valuable support to the British during the 1857
uprising—but rather as a powerful and effective ruler in his own right.17 In such a political
climate, the arrival of English troops in Jaora from the cantonment in Agra had particular
significance in 1889 and begged a number of questions. Could Jaora’s nawab, Ismail Khan, be
the just and victorious Muslim ruler that Bahadur Shah Zafur could not? Could the Muslim
nawab of Jaora keep the peace and succeed where the British had failed? And when the
clumsy behavior of the English troops made a tense situation worse—a situation that recalled
the ineptitude of the British during the cartridge grease scandal—could the Muslim ruler
ensure not only peace but also justice and the integrity of the Muslim community? In short, in
the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+, both spiritual and political authority are embodied by the ta1'¦—•a, and the major
conflict in the text is consequently not simply between Hindus and Muslims but rather between
the rule of the nawab (and particularly his legitimacy as a Muslim ruler) and the rule of the
British. At stake is whether a Muslim ruler could do what the British could not: keep the peace
and preserve the religious integrity and freedom of all his subjects.In this story, therefore,
Islamic sacred space, created by the presence of the ta1'¦—•a, is inextricably linked to local
political power and authority. Beyond Husain Tekri’s origins, the subsequent history of Jaora
State is testament to ongoing and important linkages that existed between political authority in
Jaora and the nature of Husain Tekri as a sacred Islamic space. As others have shown, Muslim
rulers in India, particularly the Mughals, legitimated themselves as Muslim rulers through
patronage of Sufi orders and shrines (Eaton 1984). Both Ismail Khan (the ruler of Jaora at the
time of the miracle) and Jaora’s subsequent rulers, however, lavished patronage on a set of
shrines erected in memory of Islamic figures from the early decades of the Islamic era, not Sufi
masters implicated in local networks of Sufi tombs, lineages, and shrines.18 In the years
leading up to Indian independence, there was also an attempt to build a royal residence at the
shrines. This move would have effectively shifted the royal court of Jaora to Husain Tekri, but
as the half-finished structure in a field near the present-day shrines attests, funds ran out. Even
the royal cemetery shifted from the city of Jaora, where the early rulers of Jaora State are
buried, to the shrines: the nawab Ismail Khan is buried in the courtyard of the shrine built in
memory of Husain, as though he were Husain’s descendant or disciple.The nawabs’ patronage
of Husain legitimates their authority as Muslim rulers by depicting them as patrons of Husain
rather than local Sufis. In this way, the nawab’s authority, and by extension the power of Husain



Tekri, is connected to an emergent discourse of pan-Islamic unity that looks to the origins of
the Islamic tradition for its legitimacy rather than to local and subcontinental networks of Sufi
teachers. In addition, the sacredness of the land at Husain Tekri derives from its relationship
with a global Islamic figure.Husain Tekri’s link to the dominance of the nawab had practical
dimensions as well. Unlike the later versions, the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+’s account of the miraculous
Mu�%arram events clearly delineates a territory: the ta1'¦—•a is spotted “two miles north [of Jaora]; it
is placed ‘on the border of the Brahmin village [Rozana]; and then the procession moves
toward the east,’ in the direction of the river Maleni” (1889, 184). While it is not certain whether
Husain Tekri’s land became disputed as a result of the reported miraculous events or soon
thereafter, documents in the National Archive in Delhi show that in 1920, a Hindu landowner in
Jaora made a gift of land to Husain Tekri. In their private correspondence, the colonial officers
write:The Thakur of Shujaota has recently made a deed of gift to a Mahommedan Shrine near
Jaora of 27 bighas 14 biswas of guaranteed land. The gift is evidently by way of appeasing H.
H. the Nawab, as it is a part of the land under dispute, and I expect it forms part of the
“settlement” that H. H. told me was being arranged. I am informed that H. H. has accepted the
gift, but I have replied that I consider it would perhaps be wiser to defer the acceptance of the
gift pending the settlement of the Shujaota case, which I understand has practically, and
satisfactorily, been arranged. I had some doubts as to whether the Thakur had the right to
alienate portions of his guaranteed lands … but since the Durbar are themselves agreeable to
the transaction … and indeed are practically the recipients of the gift, it appears to me that the
Thakur can do as he pleases, especially as the alienation is in the nature of a muafi [charitable
donation] to a religious shrine and not a sale or mortgage. Gough’s initials, 6.8.20–6 August
1920. (National Archives of India)This colonial correspondence makes it clear that the �mh��·W) s
gift was meant to resolve, once and for all, a series of land disputes between this landowner
and the nawab.While the ta1'¦—•a’s symbolic import derives in part from its association with the
nawab, it is also part of a larger complex of actions and events that symbolize and sustain the
sacrality of Husain Tekri’s land. The T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ notes that as the fame of Husain Tekri increased,
the practices of reading f��F‘âV�À na�•r, and niy��  were instituted on the site. Ritual practices related to
belief in na�•r and niy��  are common in India; they typically entail petitioning a deceased and
revered Islamic figure for intercession through offering prayer on behalf of the departed. In turn,
the departed will pray for or otherwise intercede for the petitioner. F��F‘âV�À which is also practiced
by Muslim women in the context of the home, generally involves prayer or recitation of the
Qur1&�à over edibles, so that an immediate, blessed object is produced by the recitation.The
acts that affirm and perpetuate the power inherent in the land—whether the ta1'¦—•a procession
itself or the subsequent practices of na�•r, f��F–†�À and niy��©v�&P all commemorative acts that, by
bridging cosmic and biological time, allow their practitioners to connect with the past and,
consequently, develop a sense of community that is first of all local. As if to underscore this
point, in the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ even the miraculous well whose healing properties secure the fame of
Husain Tekri comes into existence after the initial vision of the ta1'¦—•a and the subsequent
institution of practices of na�•r, niy��¢À and f��F–†�à In short, in the royal history of Jaora, the power of
the land comes from the power inherent in the act of commemoration rather than from the
power or visitation of Husain. By extension, the sacredness of the land signifies and sustains
the integrity and identity of the local Muslim community.In the version of the ta1'¦—•a procession
offered by Safdar Rizvi in his �$usain �lekr�° Ky�� Hai?, several striking differences emerge. Much as
in Khan’s account in the documentary, in Rizvi’s narrative, the miraculous appearance of the
ta1'¦—•a of Jaora at Husain Tekri in 1886 is not nearly as important as the simultaneous
appearance of the mysterious glowing figures. Further, Rizvi describes the miraculous water



source as a natural spring brought forth by supernatural visitors rather than a well reinvigorated
by acts of remembrance, and the inexplicable mysterious torchlight in the royal history is not
mentioned. Rather than instituting the practices of f��F–†�À na�•r, and niy��¢À in Rizvi’s telling, the
nawab stations an attendant at the site to offer lob��âÀ or incense, in the mornings and evenings
(Rizvi 2001, 16).The details of Rizvi’s story suggest a different source of legitimacy and power
and a different notion of Islamic community. While part of the difference is attributable to his
status as a Shi1&• Muslim, other factors are also at play. The miracle of the levitating ta1'¦—•a
cutting off the Ram Lila (R��ÖÁ+l��• procession makes explicit the idea that Husain, not Rama, is the
true king. In the wake of the rise of the Hindu right and its attendant veneration of Rama, it is
not surprising that Rizvi’s story features the symbolic conquest of the Hindu god-king and hero
of the Indian epic the R��Ñ�ya�Ga. Indeed, as Deepak Mehta has shown, in the wake of the
communalist violence and destruction of the Babri Masjid (B��'!+ Masjid) in the northern Indian
city of Ayodhya in 1992, ta1'¦—•a processions lost their local identity and took on new,
communalized, transnational Islamic meaning (Mehta 2012, 17).The English troops are
unmentioned because they lack narrative utility in the postcolonial period: eliminating any
mention of the troops renders the nawab completely responsible for his decision, and it has the
added effect of severing any notion of political and divine/spiritual authority, effectively shifting
the discourse into a communalized religious mode. Whereas in the T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ the ta1'¦—•a indexes
both the power of the nawab and Jaora’s Muslims’ sense of community, in Rizvi’s account, with
historical and local elements removed or downplayed in favor of describing near-conflict
between Hindu and Muslim processions, it comes to represent Husain himself, enlivened by
conflict rather than commemorative acts performed by Jaora’s Muslims.Thus, when the Hindu
procession is granted permission to pass in front of the Muslim procession, it is Husain himself
who intercedes via the medium of his ta1'¦—•a, and the symbolism of his intercession is striking:
rather than being lifted by the community that constructed it, the ta1'¦—•a rises into the air by
itself. It is no longer borne by members of Jaora’s Muslim community as a representation of the
community itself; rather, it becomes a medium for Husain himself to assert his political and
spiritual supremacy over not only the nawab, but more so Rama, the god-king of the Hindus, in
so doing making this narrative more conversant with modern communalist notions of
community and conflict.This shift from the ta1'¦—•a as an object that creates and sustains Muslim
community toward a focus on Husain himself is apparent in the second miracle story in Rizvi’s
account. When the people from the nearby village see the miraculous figures at Husain Tekri,
the ta1'¦—•a of Jaora, while present, is upstaged by the appearance—in the luminous, miraculous
flesh—of Husain and members of his retinue. While in the earlier story the healing properties
of the land, primarily contained in a well that fills with water, follow upon the vision of the ta1'¦—•a
and institution of na�•r, niy��¢À and f��F‘âV�À in the later story the miraculous water comes into existence
in order to provide water for pre-prayer ablutions for one of the martyrs. In this case, the strong
implication is that the martyr using the water for ablutions was 1$� bas, since the rau�“a [shrine]
built in his memory is built around the well. In short, the water source is the result of the
presence of the martyrs, not the actions of the community.The miraculous fresh spring (ca�¶Ñ�)
described in Rizvi’s story also has several widely-held Islamic resonances that the replenished
well of T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+ does not. It evokes most strongly the well-known Islamic story according to
which Hagar, a wife of the important Islamic prophet Abraham, was sent off into the desert with
her infant son Ishmael. Alone and helpless, she frantically searched for water for her crying
child; as she ran between two hills that came to be known as Safa and Marwa, Ishmael’s foot
struck the earth, and a miraculous spring began flowing from that place. A spring understood to
be this very spring—known as Zam Zam—flows in Mecca, and drinking its water is a common,



though not required, part of the hajj. As with the ca�¶Ñ� in Rizvi’s account, the water source in this
story of Hagar and Ishmael is brought forth from the ground as a result of the presence—and
the need—of an important figure from the Islamic past. Similarly, 1$� bas’s martyrdom at
Karbala involved a tragic attempt to get water for his niece from a nearby river, and
consequently in Indian Shi1&• Mu�%arram processions he is often represented by a waterskin. At
Husain Tekri, the shrine associated with 1$� bas is built next to the well that, according to both
Rizvi and Khan, is the site of the miraculous spring that came into being so that the visiting
mysterious figure, whom Khan and Rizvi imply is none other than 1$� bas himself, could perform
the ablutions required before performing nam��  (Rizvi 2001, 13).19Thus, in contrast to the T��!+�5�– e
Y�·7Va+, the land of Husain Tekri in Rizvi’s �$usain �lekr�° Ky�� Hai? becomes sacred not through proper
local commemoration of the deaths of the martyrs but rather through the visitation of the
martyrs themselves. Moreover, the actions that the martyrs take to sanctify the land—
performing the ritual ablutions necessary for nam��  and nam��  itself—are quintessentially
Islamic actions. Nam��  is by definition directed toward Mecca, and so, when the martyrs pray in
Rizvi’s and Khan’s accounts, they are establishing the sanctity and power of the land of Husain
Tekri by relating it to Mecca. In this way, the land is sanctified by orthodox, universal action; the
globally venerated, distant city of Mecca rather than the local—albeit miraculous—ta1'¦—•a of
Jaora; and subsequent offerings of na�•r, niy��¢À and f��F‘âV�À all of which are criticized by reform-
oriented Muslims influenced by modern Saudi-supported forms of Islam.In conclusion, the
most recent versions of Husain Tekri’s stories exhibit a trend toward legitimating the power of
Husain Tekri by relating it to orthodox Islamic behavior and places, particularly Mecca, which in
the contemporary period has become a symbol of transnational Islamic unity. In many ways,
the effect of Jaora’s nawabs’ patronage of Husain himself—specifically, a shift from local
networks, symbols, and actions to global ones—is quite similar to the shifts evident in the
recent versions of Husain Tekri’s origin story. This movement away from locally embedded and
community-constituting signifiers of Islamic authority and practices toward globally recognized
ones may not be a modern phenomenon, but in the modern period these globally recognizable
figures have taken on pan-Islamic import that did not exist as such before the rise of modern
technology and the increasingly communalized culture of modern India. In the context of my
own fieldwork among Muslim communities in India, I have found that the tendency to identify
with the global Islamic community is strong, and access to it has grown with the proliferation of
television, radio, internet, and popular printed texts. The attraction of identifying with this
community has become more pronounced in response to increasing anti-Muslim sentiment
and acts of violence against Indian Muslim communities. It follows that recent accounts of this
Indian Islamic pilgrimage center’s origin would locate its sacred character not in a local figure,
or local practices of commemoration, or even in local rituals of remembrance but rather in an
actual visitation of exemplary Islamic figures who engage in acts that link Husain Tekri’s sacred
power to that of Mecca. For Indian Muslim communities, Husain Tekri continues to live as an
Indian Islamic sacred space, but the legacies of colonialism, communalism and communal
violence, and modern technology have subtly reshaped its sacred character.Notes1. See
Basharat Peer, “Modern Mecca: The Transformation of a Holy City,” in the New Yorker, 16 April
2012, 80. Peer also shows the ways in which the Saudi government’s vision for Mecca centers
on monumental structures—such as the Royal Mecca Clock Tower, now the largest and
second tallest building in the world—rather than preservation of older historical structures and
landscapes and the intimate connection with the past that they foster.2. I have frequently
encountered this idea in the context of performing fieldwork in the northern Indian Muslim
community. This popular sentiment is widespread and is attested to in Sufi and Shi1&• sources:



Rumi’s tomb in modern Turkey contains a banner proclaiming that a pilgrimage to Rumi’s tomb
is worth 7,700 hajj. See also Qummi, 340–362. Similarly, there are many Sufi and Shi1&• stories
in which the Ka1&&�€ in Mecca circumambulates a spiritually advanced Sufi, thereby implying
that they—and eventually, their graves—possess a spiritual status equal to Mecca. See, for
example, Nuruddin Abdur Rahman Jami, Divan e Kamil i Jami (Tehran: Chapkhana-e Piruz,
1962) for a story about the Ka1&&�€ circumambulating Husain’s tomb (cited in Syed Akbar Hyder,
Reliving Karbala: Martyrdom in South Asian Memory [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008],
143ff.). Many thanks to Alan Godlas, Omid Safi, and Hussein Rashid for these
references.3. See “Ibn Batuta: Morocco, 1326,” in One Thousand Roads to Mecca: Ten
Centuries of Travel Writing about Muslim Pilgrimage, ed. Michael Wolfe and Reza Aslan (New
York: Grove Press, 1997).4. For a discussion of zar�±âRÀ see Frank J. Korom, Hosay Trinidad:
Mu�%arram Performances in an Indo-Caribbean Diaspora (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2003).5. For more on specifically Indian Shi1&• Mu�%arram practices and
places, see the work of David Pinault, Amy Bard, Frank J. Korom, Karen Ruffle, and Afsar
Mohammad.6. Much of my previous research and writing on Husain Tekri has focused on the
healing practices that contemporary pilgrims perform at these shrines and non-Muslim
contributions to the culture of Muslim saint shrines (Bellamy 2011).7. Records of this
concurrence are attested to in colonial sources. See, for example, Gazetteer of the Nellore
District: Brought Up to 1938 (Madras: Government Press, 1942).8. This and all translations
from Hindi/Urdu are my own.9. Safdar Rizvi’s text, drawing upon an earlier guide to Husain
Tekri, notes that the ta1'¦—•a was maintained by Dada Mukim Khan, a member of the Jaora royal
family.10. The Imperial Gazetteer of India reports the following population statistics for Jaora
State: the state’s population in 1881 was 19,902; in 1891, 21,884; and in 1901, 23,854, of
which Hindus were 43 percent and Muslims were 48 percent. In 1901, however, nearly all of
those Muslims (73 percent) lived in the city. In 1901 the police force of Jaora is noted as a
mere 41 persons. See W. W. Hunter, Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. XIV, Jaisalmer to Kar��
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1908), 64.11. The documentary was produced by the Bhopal offices
of the Indian state television channel Doordarshan. The DVD copy provided to me by Sarwar
1$�Æ• Khan in 2011 was not dated; however, judging by the footage contained in the documentary,
it was made sometime between 2008 and 2010.12. In 2010, there was a conflict between
Sarwar 1$�Æ• Khan and Shah Roo Mohsen, a Shi1&• Muslim and entrepreneur from Agra who
established a charitable food kitchen on the land immediately across the street from the shrine
dedicated to Fatima. A lawsuit by Mohsen prompted Khan to temporarily resign his post. The
shrines themselves are Sunni Waqf board properties and are also overseen by a
representative from board’s offices in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.13. Both here and later in
Khan’s statement italics indicate a shift from Hindi to English.14. The word used here, cab�·F�!�, is
particularly associated with a foundation for a religious building, be it a mosque or a
temple.15. This miracle is also mentioned in earlier Husain Tekri guidebooks; Rizvi chose to
include it in his retelling.16. Following this description of the Mu�%arram-Dusshera clash, Rizvi
details the building of the rau�“as by members of Mumbai’s Shi1&• Muslim Khoja community; this
too is a tale filled with miracles, and its inclusion reflects contemporary tensions between the
Khoja Shi1&� community of Mumbai (some of whose members funded most of the �$usain �lekr�°
rau�“as) and the descendants of the nawabs of Jaora, who currently administer the
shrines.17. See Hunter, Imperial Gazetteer of India, 63.18. R. 1865–1895.19. For Sarwar 1$�Æ•
Khan, see the translation in this chapter, taken from a larger interview contained in the
television special An Example of Good Will (sadbh��`an��“  Jaora.Works Cited1889. T��!+�5�– e Y�·7Va+.
Hindi ed. Agra: Riyaz ul Hind Press.Asani, Ali. 1995. “In Praise of Muhammad: Sindhi and Urdu
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Buddhism through International Pilgrimage to South AsiaJOANNA COOKIn his last
instructions, the Buddha was very explicit when questioned by his faithful disciple, Ananda,
about what monks ought to do after the Buddha’s physical death. As detailed in the
Mah���� inibb��æ� Sutta, the “discourse on the final great awakening,” the Buddha declared that
four places would be visited by devout Buddhists with conviction in the dhamma (Buddhist
teachings) and “feelings of awe and reverence” (Keyes 1975, 81).1 These are the sites of the
Buddha’s birth, enlightenment, first expounding of the dhamma, and death. Located in
contemporary Nepal (Lumbini) and northern India (Bodh Gaya, Sarnath, and Kushinagar),
these four places are venerated by devout Buddhists who travel from all over the world to pay
their respects to the Buddha (see map, pg. xiv). During the cooler season from September to
April, coaches arrive regularly, ferrying thousands of international Buddhist pilgrims along the
route, so that each site is thronged with visitors.In February 2010, I accompanied a group of
120 Buddhist pilgrims from Chiang Mai, northern Thailand, as we traveled to Nepal and India
to make the journey around the four sites.2 The pilgrimage was organized by a senior monk
from Wat Doi Suthep, an important monastery in Chiang Mai, and included many pilgrims who
were regular devotees at the temple. The journey was intense: we had little time to ourselves
over the ten-day period. We sped from location to location in a convoy of three buses,
meditating, chanting, and donating money at each site. We stayed in Thai monasteries each
night, rose early and finished late, and made the most of every opportunity to make merit and
take photographs. In discussions about the pilgrimage, members of the group described it as a
fleeting and unique opportunity to transform themselves for the better.Conceptions of
Buddhism as a translocal system—an important part of many analysts’ as well as adherents’
conceptualizations of Buddhism—have been facilitated by the transmission of texts along trade
routes, the activities of missionaries, the travels of pilgrims, and the ardently debated fate of
religiously significant Buddhist monuments; such interactions have, of course, been important
in characterizing Buddhism for a very long time.3 Furthermore, the blurring of boundaries, in
Asia and beyond, such as those of nation-states and sectarian distinctions, and trends in
translocal and transnational movements, such as the increase in international proselytization
and the propagation of meditation, are contributing to the growing popularity of Buddhist
pilgrimage to India and Nepal. However, in the study of Buddhism, the danger of ascribing
explanatory power to an authenticating and totalizing conceptualization of the religion looms
large (Cook, Laidlaw, and Mair 2009, 54). Here, I wish to examine some of the ways in which
Buddhists themselves imagine Buddhism on a translocal and transhistorical scale. In order to



do so, I consider some of the processes of assembly, and disassembly, involved in the
engagement with pilgrimage by a group of Thai pilgrims as legitimate and legitimating activity
in their ongoing religious practices. The contemporary popularity of pilgrimage to India and
Nepal for Thai Buddhists reflects ease of travel, the development of infrastructure in South Asia
suited to Thai Buddhists, and patterns of religiously motivated travel within Thailand and
Southeast Asia. Pilgrimage groups vary in composition, modes of travel, and motivation. The
sites of the Buddha’s life are highly significant for pilgrims, but their engagement with each site
is, in part, influenced by personal motivation and the organization of the tour itself. Not only do
pilgrims derive meaning from the sites themselves, but they also create meaning through
personal and emotional engagement. Through merit-making, meditation, reflection on the
dhamma and the Buddha’s life experiences, as well as experiencing the powerful aura of the
Buddha at each site, the pilgrimage becomes personally compelling. The sense of urgent
resolve with which the pilgrims approached the trip is reflected in a fuller translation of the
central Buddhist concept of sa�Cvega as “agitation, fear, anxiety; thrill, religious emotion (caused
by contemplation of the miseries of this world).”4 Pilgrims were encouraged to approach the
sites of the Buddha’s life with this religious urgency in mind, as printed on a large banner that
we unfurled for photo opportunities to record our journey (figure 2.1).5Figure 2.1. Thai Buddhist
pilgrims displaying the tour banner in front of a Bhutanese temple in Bodh Gaya, India.
Courtesy of Joanna Cook.Arguably, it is through the mapping of oneself onto broader
cosmological as well as temporal and spatial terrains, and the experiential insights into the
profound teaching of the Buddha, that the “world religion” of Buddhism is enacted. For
example, by drawing a connection between one’s own life and the life of the Buddha, his
experiences and the experiences of the pilgrimage, as well as the fraternalism engendered by
embarking on a journey that is also significant for pilgrims from other Buddhist traditions,
pilgrims imagine themselves in relation to a broader community of Buddhists. And yet, it would
be a mistake to understand this solely as the reproduction of Buddhism or the contemporary
articulation of an authoritative past or timeless community. New meanings are being created
that anticipate and engage claims to authenticity in the creation of new forms of religious place
through cultural, national, and religious difference in the same actions by which they make
claims to fraternalism and universality. The sense of shared identity experienced and
articulated by contemporary Thai pilgrims in South Asia sits comfortably alongside a clear
sense of Thai Buddhism as possessing an identity that is distinct from other forms of
Buddhism. It is therefore within the framework of specifically Thai forms of ritual and practice
that Thai pilgrims read the significance of South Asian Buddhist pilgrimage sites.Popularity of
the Pilgrimage
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